
 

Every morning 22 May – 9 June 2015 I will be walking around Havana, Cuba focused 

on cultivating the half-smile, as described by the vietnamese buddhist teacher 

Thich Nhat Hanh. Anyone is welcome to meet me any day at the time and place 

indicated in the notice available at the fruit stand at the bicycle factory*.  

I’ll offer a brief orientation, and then we will set out, walking separately in space 

while together in time, to walk for some hours as agreeable, focused on cultivating 

the half-smile, and then meet again to have a convivial simple lunch of sundry fruit. 

 

 

the half-smile is slight, just-enough, barely apparent, wry, 

the half-smile is not a grin or a smirk,  

the half-smile is a signifier of indiscriminate friendliness,  

the half-smile is intended toward other beings and things, 

the half-smile is unfocused and inexhaustible,  

the half-smile is a both delicate and trusty container for a dewdrop,  

the half-smile is both a commitment and an easy employment, 

the half-smile is both always available and always appropriate, 

the half-smile is a bowed bridge between the little I and the big I, 

the half-smile is cognizant of 10,000 joys and 10,000 sorrows,  

the half-smile is a reminder to balance the six senses  

(sight, sound, taste, touch, smell, mind) 

the half-smile is a discipline, the walking is aimless, 

the walking and the half-smile are both conscious and effortless,  

the walking and the half-smile are both alert and non-assertive, 

the walking is generated from the spinal column, 

the walking involves the body being held by the atmposphere, 

the walking encourages the feet to meet the ground lightly,  

the walking is impermanance signfied,  

the walking is not competitive or documented, 

the walking is not rushed, and may be very slow,  

the walking is both a substantial commitment and an easy employment, 

the walking is both regardless of and regarding the weather, 

 

 

tips for comfortable longish-distance walking: 

comfortable footwear 

travel light, in pockets or knapsack 

both beginner’s mind and beginner’s body 

a folding map  

sun hat  

 

 

* Línea and 18, Vedado 


